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Is shown in the former Soviet Union, one of the citizen's death, accident analysis, death occurring in Glacier climbers 

expedition ascents dros.ekspeditsiis one of the participants, namely pirveltanrigosani 18 climbers at dusk casual mountain 

narrow cleft of the fell and back mokidul bag with napraliszedapiri from 7-10 meters depth of the protruding g nits stuck 

between the blocks. Attempts by some members of the mountaineering team to get out of the crevice Y ended in failure. At 

dusk, the climber was tied to a rope pallet, hot tea and chocolate tile were sent to the crevice and left there overnight. The next 

morning the climber was taken out of the crevice without any problems, but unfortunately he was already dead. Subsequent 

pathologanatomic autopsy did not detect damage to the deceased's body and was considered a sudden cardiac arrest as the cause 

of death. The spraying was time consuming.35 years after the accident analysis, expressed cautious assumptions imisshesakheb 

that the cause of death can be Cliffhanger body chimp and macros, known as dark matter particles "trip" of what his body in the 

absence of damages and the cleft of the protruding granite boulders on the mechanical holes it left traces of possible indicate. 
But this is only an assumption, and full verification of such assumptions needs to be confirmed by more accurate research 

methods. But in this case, we may go further and argue that not only the glacier case, but all, if not the absolute majority of 

sudden deaths, are caused by these invisible particles of dark matter and current medical standards require a thorough review. 

Even with such an approach dark matter may be the leading cause of sudden death, and acute and chronic heart disease should 

be considered as contributing factors to this act, as heart disease is not registered in the fourth case of sudden death. Therefore, 

the primary purpose is not to use the dark matter detector as a detector of sudden death, but rather to extricate the life of this 

person from the aggression of the primordial material. 
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Introduction: In a universe with a mass of 10.56 g it should be about 10.78-10.81 atoms. Among them 90.0% hydrogen, 8.0% 
a-helium, and up to 2.0% oxygen, carbon and other atoms. It also has an extremely small atomic mass, with 99.9% of it 

contained in the nucleus in the form of protons and neutrons. the unit, and the heavy mass of lead isotope PB208 207.97 atomic 

mass of the atom nucleus density erteulia.aseve 10.13-10.14g / cm 3, while the atom nucleus radius 10.13 cm. The lightest 

electron of the subatomic particles, whose mass is 9,11.10-31kg., Is similar to that of a neutrino, though it has no charge; the 

proton is 1836 times heavier than the electron mass, and 1,6726.10.-27kg. It has 1839 times as much weight as an electron and 

weighs 1,6929.10-27 kg. It has 10.78 - 10.81 protons in the universe and so many electrons. It is noteworthy that up to 20 

subatomic particles are described today. Among the protons are quarks with a number of 6 faces. Among them are "upper", 

"lower", "charming", "charming", "true" and "wonderful". Their mass varies from 2.4 megawatts to 171.2 megawatts. The peak 

charge is -1/3 to + 2/3, and everyone has a spin of 1/2. The six-part leptons also contain electron, muon, tau, and three types of 

neutrino (electronic, muon, and tao). Their mass varies from 0.17 MeV to 1.77 MeV, with no charge of neutrino, and the 

remaining -1 -Yes, the spin has 1/2 of everybody. The bosons, also called calibrated bosons, include photons, gluons, dzos, 

bosons, and higgs bosons, the existence of which was confirmed in 2012 in large androgenic collider studies, though 
theoretically necessary for a standard model of the universe before that. . By Higgs. The first and second bosons have no mass 

and charge, and the spin value is 1 for all four particles, the mass of the third particle is 91.4 GW, and the charge has no charge, 

the fourth particle has 80.4 GW, and charge + _1. As for the Higgs boson - its mass should be 125 GW, and the spin should not 

have a scalar field boson. oba "androgen LHC detected in 10 seconds in the pits aghemateboda.misma not violated before the 

expected symmetry of material and antimatter particles, as yet without a mass of photons and only gliuones darchnen.kvarks 

gliuones through powerful nuclear forces are related to each other protons in the nucleus, while observing Leptons It is less than 

10.17cm in size. Atomic particles give mass to Higgs bosons, gravitational-hypothetical gravitons, weak nuclear forces to 

union, and bosons, and photons to electromagnetic forces. Other Higgs bosons generate mass For particles. It is noteworthy that 

subatomic particles have both particle and wave properties and exhibit a dual nature. It should be It is believed that dark energy 

is a substance that suppresses the function of gravitation and expands the universe at 1.6 million kilometers per hour. Electro-

magnetic Tal With breezes and baryonic particles suggest that they can be produced in the form of weakly reacting massive 
particles (IMPs) with a proton mass of 10-100 times greater. In other words, dark matter particles should be represented by 

macrosomes that are only 2-10.0 times larger than the proton mass and are highly dense formations (Z.Kheladze,Zv.Kheladze –

2014) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 Distribution of baryonic and non-baryonic formations in the world. 

dark material should also contribute to the phenomenon of gravitational lensing, which distorted and distant galaxies magnified 

images of galaxies and in which the dark matter distribution by light linear deformation itsvevs.pikroben that dark matter 

particles in an invisible ladders up the world space, Find some areas of the baryonic matter is placed in the forming of galaxies.  

 

 

 

 

Distribution  energy in the  Universe 

 

Although for many years special research has been carried out on the large adrenal collider for the discovery of dark matter, and 

for this purpose observatories located in various space and planets have also been used, as well as neutron telescopes, antiviral 

and gamma ray detectors, and other research techniques to date these particles. It is also thought that chimpanzees of dark 

matter may have been registered as xenon, and studies with macrosomes-argon have been unsuccessful, however.It is 
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nothevorthly, that in recent years, is an attempt to use the dark matter particle detector sudden death of the deceased person's 

body, assuming that the dark matter particles to cause the body to death matimizezit firearm gunshot injuries similar to the 

smallest diameter of the sort of "holes" But ambvari mechanism of ue sukvdilis disgrace defiantly not ideal for dark energy 

particles chimp, because of their actions in terms of energy mtsirea..am exceedingly damaging effects actually can cause dark 

matter, known as macros natsilakens, which, although smaller chimp particles have mass, but more dense formations and more 
powerful action of Energy have. However, the work done in the US, Canada and Western Europe has not shown such an effect 

in any case of sudden death.  
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However in this sense we think of researchers.One reason for this failure may be in the methodological approach of self-

examination. The fact is that the "detector" of dark matter is considered to have the many "holes" in the body of a deceased 

person who had to "bump" into the dark matter particles and "sacrifice" them. C However, these tunnels excavated by dark 

matter have not been preserved to date despite universal efforts (J. A Ron2016, H. F Aham2017, JS Shidouh And Other-2009, 

J. B). - 2019) In fact, the overwhelming majority of sudden deaths worldwide are 7.0 million annually, 583333.0 daily, 19231.0 

daily, and 834.0 per hour, respectively. Lee form is submitted, the frequency of the absolute majority of cardiac death and 

cardiac arrhythmia during the deadly rise causes. Although every four quarters of a sudden the pathologic-anatomic autopsy is 

not confirmed by the presence of heart disease. Even if the dark matter particles can cause sudden death and the immediate 

cause of this sudden death is the sudden onset of cardiac arrhythmia in the vast majority of cases, particulars of the crowd, with 
mechanisms unknown to date, should have caused this arrhythmia. It is understood that in recent years they have been 

attempting to use tombstones as detectors of dark matter. Cause granite overflow Person from dark matter particles 

rebounded.but significant progress in tvalsazisita still unachieved 

Materials and Methods: At the end of September 16, 1975, students from the University of Kiev, Kharkiv and Leningrad 

mounted an alpine glacier. About 50 people aged 18-34 participated in the event, most of whom attended the event for the first 

time and received appropriate training in their respective cities. Unfortunately, a group of alpinists got into trouble at dusk: a 

meteorologist half a mile away, an 18-year-old young man with the first rank and more experience in the matter, accidentally 

fell into a narrow mountain ridge. When falling into the crevice, the latter cut granite stones at the edges of the crevices, but at a 

depth of 5-7 meters from the surface, the body of the backpack slammed into the granite stones between the edges of the 

crevasse.However, all these efforts have failed. In the meantime it was getting dark, so the climber was tied to an iron pallet, 

sent in hot rope and chocolate tile in the slit, and left there overnight, especially as it required another 11.0 alpine men, 6.0 

women and 5.0 men with signs of mountain disease. Being in the form of visual and auditory hallucinations (7.0 cases), fear-
associated despair (6.0 cases), Nausea (5.0 cases), dizziness (5.0 cases) and fever (3.0 cases). However, in the opinion of the 

mountaineers, they did not train for the alpinists, and the climb was in full compliance with the standard and adequate use of 



adaptation time. So the climbers hurried to the creek as soon as the climber sank, and this time a friend was taken out of the 

creek, but he was already dead. The climbers alerted the meteorological station to the alarms, and the Georgian government 

ordered a team of experienced climbers and a team of doctors from Tbilisi to rescue them. Flight of the bad weather, this group 

of Kazbegi the special cars were taken, from which climbers Group scourge of the foot leaves, while a group of doctors from 

Rostov, arriving by helicopter were taken to the station, where this time alpiniadis all participants gather to esadzlebeli.amgvari 
efforts alpiniadis all onatsilis gadrchena, in addition to the dead. E's latest, which looks at the dead man alive more he seemed 

the same vertmprebnit Rostov, where pathologic autopsy was performed on the dead man's body could not be found in the 

cause of sudden cardiac arrest and death suggested, also was detected more or less important data rand that scene, except for the 

granite boulders found on the dot size nachdevebisa, which are quite numerous, and was at various times have been inflicted. 

The challenge of mountain disease, along with many other factors, is strongly dependent on individual personality traits. 

Therefore, the appearance of signs of this disease among mountaineers participating in mountaineering was completely 

permissible even though they may have passed the preparatory course in full compliance with other standards. During this 

period and also in full compliance with the standard, they climbed the peak. And this act is also likely to have contributed to the 

fact that for most alpinists this was actually the first attempt to climb a mountain. Especially since they could not save the 

crashed companion, who might even have been their friend. 

The deceased climber was not treated, as for 11.0 mountain climbers, they were evacuated by helicopter to the Kazbegi hospital 

and were discharged the next day after hospitalization, with the exception of 3.0 persons with high fever who were suffering 
with mountain sickness Lower lung Pneumonia was confirmed by X-ray research. They were discharged from the hospital on 

the ninth day after completing the course of antibacterial therapy. 

As for the crevasse that was found dead in a pathoplanogatomic autopsy, no injuries were found to his body, and the report by 

the pathologonatom does not cast doubt on sudden cardiac arrest, as each death implies a cardiac arrest. This is more likely to 

cause heart failure, as in the vast majority of cases it develops in the wake of an already existing acute or chronic heart disease 

that was not registered in a deceased patient. The question as to what caused heart failure remains unanswered, The assumption 

is that the cause of death is possible tasvlelis body of dark matter particles, known as macros "journey" was the work of the 

heart caused the shutdown and assumptions will remain in the act of direct evidence, the data do not exist. There is also no 

direct evidence for the role of weakly adhering particles of dark matter known as chimp in cardiac arrest, although there are 

many arguments in favor of one or the other theory. Although 25.0% of all sudden deaths do not show abnormal changes in the 

body, ., As possible Sun explained by the fact that the dark matter particles are likely to be killed by firearms in the human body 
by a bullet injury on the same injuries were not invited, rogortsesmkvlevarta miachniadghes majority, but also the heart and 

cause a fatal arrhythmia off in the form of modeling. 

According to some scholars, the granite stones of these human tombs should be considered as the detector of a dead mass, as 

well as the detector of a dark matter. In many cases, this kind of truth may also seem to be true. Because these invisible 

particles of dark matter could have actually left such visible traces during collisions with these stones. 

As for the numerous mechanical damages found on the granite stones of numerous and different ages, the eruption of the 

creek may have been explained by those "paths" of invisible particles of dark matter, which appear to be partially orchestrated 

by the "accidental" slit of the slit. . And the dusty "trips" these particles appear to have been systematically in place before the 

fall of the body of the creeper, and often occur even after removal of the body of the creeper, often to be visited now, but only 

to speculate whether the question was 18 The body of the moon is dark Riis aggression resulted in the death of the first example 

of the tsivilizatsiisistoria assumptions still remain. Even with such an approach dark matter may be the leading cause of sudden 

death, and acute and chronic heart disease should be considered as contributing factors to this act, as heart disease is not 
registered in the fourth case of sudden death. 

Conslussion: It has been speculated that the cause of death may have been a "journey" of dark matter macros in the body of the 

climber, indicating the absence of damage to his body and possible traces of mechanical damage to the granite bars left in the 

crevice. But this is only an assumption, and more accurate studies are needed to reach such a conclusion.  

But in this case, we may go further and argue that not only the glacier case, but all, if not the absolute majority of sudden 

deaths, are caused by these invisible particles of dark matter and current medical standards require a thorough review.  

Therefore, the primary purpose is not to use the dark matter detector as a detector of sudden death, but rather to extricate the life 

of this person from the aggression of the primordial material. 

Also, some sort of "depletion" of dark matter particles must occur during weather changes, as sudden deaths, such as heart 

rhythm and conduction disorders, high blood pressure, acute ischemia, and other similar nuances are more often during severe 

weather changes. 
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იწვევს თუ არა ბნელი მატერია უეცარ სიკვდილს და მოკლა თუ არა მან 18 წლის ალპინისტი - შემთხვევის 

ანალიზი 35 წლის შემდეგ 

 საქართველოს კრიტიკული მედიცინის ინსტიტუტი “კრიტიკულ  მდგომარეობათა და კატასტროფათა 

მედიცინა”,თბილისი,საქართველო, 2019,N63-64 

 

მოტანილია ყოფილი საბჭოთა კავშირის ერთ-ერთი მოქალაქის სიკვდილის შემთხვევის ანალიზი,სიკვდილი 

განვითარდა მყინვარწვერზე მთასვლელთა ექსპედიციის ასვლის დროს.ექსპედიციის ერთ-ერთი 

მონაწილე,სახელდობრ პირველთანრიგოსანი 18 წლის მთასვლელი შებინდებისას შემთხვევით მთის ვიწრო 

ნაპრალში ჩავარდა და ზურგზე მოკიდულ ჩანთასთან ერთად ნაპრალისზედაპირიდან 7-10 მეტრ სიღრმეზე 

გამოშვერილ გრანიტის ლოდებს შორის გაიჭედა. მთასვლელთა გუნდის სსვა წევრების მცდელობა ნაპრალიდან 

ამოეყვანათ ის უშედეგოდ დამთავრდა. დაღამებისას  მთასვლელი თოკით პალოს მიაბეს,ნაპრალში თოკით 

ცხელი ჩაი და შოკოლადის ფილა ჩაუგზავნეს და ღამით იქ  დატოვეს.თავად კი  ნაპრალთან ახლოს გაშალეს 

კარვები. მეორე დილით მთასვლელი ნაპრალიდან ყოველგვარი პრობლემის გარეშე ამოიყვანეს,მაგრამ 

სამწუხაროდ ის უკვე გარდაცვლილი იყო. შემდგომში ჩატარებულმა პათოლოგანატომიურმა გაკვეთამ ვერ 

აღმოაჩინა დაზიანების არსებობა გარდაცვლილის სხეულში და გარდაცვალების მიზეზად გულის უეცარი 

გაჩერება მიიჩნია.ასევე ვერ იქნა ნანახი მეტ-ნაკლებად მნიშვნელოვანი მონაცემები ექსპერტთა მიერ შემთხვევის 

ადგილის დათვალიერებისას, გარდა გრანიტის ლოდებზე აღმოჩენილი მრავალრიცხოვანი წერტილოვანი 

ნაჭდევებისა, რომლებიც სხვადასხვა დროს იყო მიყენებული.  

35 წლის შემდეგ ჩატარებული შემთხვევის ანალიზის დროს გამოთქმული იყო ფრთხილი ვარაუდი იმის 

შესახებ,რომ სიკვდილის მიზეზი შესაძლებელია მთასვლელის სხეულში Wimp და მაკროსების სახელით 

ცნობილი ბნელი მატერიის ნაწილაკების “მოგზაურობა” ყოფილიყო,რასაც მის სხეულში დაზიანების 

არარსებობა და ნაპრალში გამოშვერილ გრანიტის ლოდებზე მექანიკური დაზინებებისგან დატოვებული  კვალი 

შესაძლოა მიუთითებდეს. მაგრამ ეს მხოლოდ ვარაუდია და ამგვარი მოსაზრების სრულ დადასტურებას 

კვლევის უფრო ზუსტი მეთოდებიდ გამოყენება სჭირდება. თუმცა ამ შემთხვევაში ჩვენ შესაძლოა წავიდეთ 

უფრო შორს და ვამტკიცოთ, რომ არა თუ მყინვარწვერის გზაზე მომხდარი ეს ერთადერთი შემთხვევა,არამედ 

უეცარი სიკვდილის ყველა თუ არა აბსოლუტურად უმრავლესი შემთხვევა მაინც ბნელი მატერიის უხილავი 

ნაწილაკების მიერ არის გამოწვეული და Dდღემდე არსებული სამკურნალოს სტანდარტები საფუძვლიან 

გადახედვას საჭიროებენ. მეტიც,ამგვარი მიდგომით ბნელი მატერია უეცარი სიკვდილის უმთავრეს გამომწვევ 

მიზეზად შესაძლოა ვაღიაროთ ,ხოლო გულის მწვავე და ქრონიკული დაავადებები ამ აქტის ხელშემწყო 

ფაქტორებად იყოს განხილული,რადგანაც გულის დაავადებები უეცარი სიკვდილის ყოველ მეოთხე 

შემთხვევაში არ რეგისტრირდებიან.აქედან გამომდინარე უმთავრეს პრობლემად უეცარი სიკვდილით 

გარდაცვლილ ადამიანთა სხეულის ბნელი მატერიის დეტექტორად გამოყენება კი არ უნდა დავისახოთ მიზნად, 

არამედ თავად ამ ადამიანის სიცოცხლის დაცვა უნდა იქნეს პრიმატულად მიჩნეული ბნელი მატერიის 

აგრესიისაგან. ასევე ბნელი მატერიის ნაწილაკების ერთგვარ "აფორიაქებას" ეტყობა ადგილი უნდა ჰქონდეს 

ამინდის ცვლილებების დროს,რადგანაც უეცარი სიკვდილის შემთხვევები,ისევე როგორც არტერიული სწნევის 

მაღალი ციფრები,გულის რითმის და გამტარებლობის დარღვევები, მწვავე იშემიის მოვლენები და სხვა მსგავსი 

აქტები სწორედ ამინდის მკვეთრი ცვლილებების დროს აღმოცენდება უფრო ხშირად.  
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